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Introduction

The projective ?!? 

‘The projective dimension of agency’ (Emirbayer & Mische, ‘What is agency?’)

Projects as plans for the future, not projects as planned sets of tasks
Introduction

Content of the presentation

• The ‘alternative problem’ in alternative food networks research

• Including a notion of project can solve this problem and reinforce analysis of phenomena of ‘hybridisation’ and ‘conventionalisation’

• The project: the reasons and ends that a collective adopts to turn its action toward a desired future

• How projects and rules are connected in the inception of AFNs

• Case study 1. The Amap Poisson ‘agencement’: hybridisation of alternative and conventional rules

• Case study 2. Artisans du Monde: rules that result from arbitrating amongts the components of the fair trade project

• Conclusion regarding some of the TSI questions
1. The ‘alternative problem’ in alternative food networks research

The emergence of AFNs research

- A new research field in rural sociology identifying a set of initiatives that share a common opposition to the dominant ‘conventional’ system
- Normative goals: ‘where we want to go’, ‘re-embedding’ agriculture and food, ‘a new rural development paradigm’
1. The ‘alternative problem’ in alternative food networks research

A risk of ‘binary’ or ‘dualistic’ thinking that tends to postulate a great divide between alternative and conventional food networks

- Alternative and conventional food networks are not separate worlds; alternative food systems are ‘hybrid spaces’ (Ilbery & Maye)
- A wide diversity of organisations; ‘avoiding the local trap’ (Born & Purcell)

Should we stop using the alternative/conventional dichotomy? More than a ‘useful shorthand’ (Kneafsey et al.)?
2. Introducing a notion of project in AFNs research

Should we stop using the alternative/conventional dichotomy? No! This terms reflect a central characteristic of AFNs: the ‘promise of difference’ of their actors’ projects

- Promise of difference: promise of other ways of organising + promise of benefits of these changes

- When researchers (and other actors) express reservations on the realisation of the promise, they reassert its importance

This promise of difference is situated in what I call the project, ‘the reasons and ends that a collective adopts to turn its action toward a desired future’
2. Introducing a notion of project in AFNs research

How can we observe projects’ promises of difference?

• General documents that express grand purposes and broad line of actions
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How can we observe projects’ promise of difference?

- General documents that express grand purposes and broad line of actions
- Promotional documents
- Field observations and interviews with AFNs’ participants
2. Introducing a notion of project in AFNs research

**Hybridisation and conventionalisation are relative to projects**

AFNs are ‘hybrid spaces’ (Ilbery & Maye). Yes but...

- Concretely, what is hybridised? Alternative and conventional rules
- How shall we establish the boundary between these two sets?

  ‘Alternative rules’ are rules aimed specifically at implementing the projects’ promise of difference

  ‘Conventional rules’ are pre-existing rules, some of which are replaced by the new rules and others of which remain in the new organisation
2. Introducing a notion of project in AFNs research

Hybridisation and conventionalisation are relative to projects

Conventionalisation is a degradation of the ‘alternativeness’ of the AFNs. Yes but…

- If the project is not made explicit, analysis tends to refer to alternative and conventional categories as if they were universal-incontestable references (or tends to refer to the researchers’ projects ?)
- Conventionalisation refers to the actor’s projects ; it’s a failed promise of difference
3. The project: ‘the reasons and ends that a collective adopts to turn its action toward a desired future’

‘a collective’: a general questioning about the inception of collective action

• Sociology of ‘organised action’ (Friedberg, Reynaud): organisations and markets face common coordination issues. Projects and rules make collective action possible

• ANT: agency is distributed over its human and non-human components. Who acts? ‘Hybrid collectives’, ‘agencements’ (Callon), made of social beings, material devices (rules) and natural entities

• CSAs, fair trade networks, relocalised supply chains… are ‘hybrid collectives’, ‘agencements’ informed by their actors' projects
3. The project: ‘the reasons and ends that a collective adopts to turn its action toward a desired future’

‘reasons and ends’ : simultaneously interpretive, cognitive, and normative frameworks underlying the inception of collective action

• Why should we move? What are the problems to be solved? What are the causes of the situation? What should we change? (TSI ‘narratives of change’)

• Project is a reference that orients action, a guide for establishing the ‘alternative rules’ that will set the promise of difference in motion
3. The project: ‘the reasons and ends that a collective adopts to turn its action toward a desired future’

‘towards a desired future’: the ‘projective dimension of agency’ (Emirbayer & Mische)

• The ability of human beings to imagine alternative possibilities and to launch their construction

• The collective's ability to initiate its own transformation through its projects for the future
4. Projects and rules

How rules and projects are connected in the inception of AFNs

• The constitution of innovative collectives involves both project and rules: without a project, rules have no meaning, but without rules, projects cannot be implemented

• Projects are fuzzy references, they do not mechanically determine rules and actions

  *Project must no be understood as “well-determined objectives and a plan to achieve them” but rather as “a social adventure with a horizon that remains vague” (Reynaud)*

  “A fuzzy operative expectation of a desired future” (Bréchet)

  “an often vague and indeterminate future horizon” (Emirbayer and Mische)

• Consequently, setting the project in motion can only be the result of arbitration and negotiation
4. Case study 1: The ‘AMAP Poisson’ agencement

A brief history

2009-2010: discussions between a local representative of the Yeu Island, a few AMAPs’ consumers and 5 fishermen => Progressive definition of a project: could we imagine a direct contracting scheme to defend an endangered local small-scale ecological fishing?

2010: two working groups set up to draft a charter and draw up a logistic plan

2011: starting with 500 contracts

2015: more than 1500 contracts divided into 17 subgroups – delivery points
4. Case study 1: The ‘AMAP Poisson’ agencement
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An hybridisation of alternative rules and conventional rules

How prices are set and value is shared in the AMAP?

The AMAP includes at its core a first transaction that is built on preexisting-conventional rules

(i) At the fish auction, fish is sold at the usual “market price” of the day
(ii) The value of this sale is shared among the fishing boat’s boss and employees according to the rules in effect in the region - for a 3 persons crew, 80 % goes to the owner-captain and 10 % goes to each sailor

These conventional rules are hybridized with a series of alternative rules that strive to set in motion the project’s promise of difference

(i) Rules written in the contracts: subscription, lack of choice regarding the fish-boxes’ contents, setting a price for the fish-boxes that allows for production costs
(ii) rule of sharing the added value equally among all the crewmembers. Each member of the crew gets the same amount, even the simple sailors (33 % of the margin, in our case)
4. Case study 2: Artisans du Monde

A study (‘Etude d’impact’) carried out in the first half of the 2000s

- A strong diversity of the supply chains established with the producers groups
- Debates on the relevance of these various chains: feeling that it is impossible to comply with all the principles and aims of fair trade’s project simultaneously
4. Case study 2: Artisans du Monde

Rules are results of arbitration amongst the components of the project

- Working with (highly) disadvantaged producers
- ‘Trade not charity’
- Good quality of products
- Achieving autonomy for the producers through the market
- Direct relationship
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Rules are results of arbitration amongst the components of the project

- ‘Trade not charity’
- Good quality of products
- Achieving autonomy for the producers through the market
- Direct relationship

Do these producers need fair trade?
4. Case study 2: Artisans du Monde

Rules are results of arbitration amongst the components of the project

- Working with (highly) disadvantaged producers
- Intermediated chains = depersonalisation of relations?
- ‘Trade not charity’
  - Good quality of products
  - Achieving autonomy for the producers through the market

Direct relationship
4. Case study 2: Artisans du Monde

Rules are results of arbitration amongst the components of the project

• The fair trade project is “fuzzy”, “vague”: implementing it through specific rules entails negotiation

• Showing this does not mean denying the importance of the project: all the arbitration that is done continues to be guided by the project
Conclusion regarding some of the TSI questions

How can social innovation be transformative, and what kinds of transformations are we talking about? In what ways does it rather yield reproduction of dominant institutions and hegemonic structures? What new kinds of political agency do we see emerging with the ‘social innovation initiatives’ described? What are the promising theoretical lenses and tools available to gain understanding of the sketched TSI paradoxes?

- AFNs are social innovations that aim to be transformative: one promise of their project is to change the existing rules
- Social innovations are expressions of the projective dimension of agency, of the capacity to imagine and conceive of possible alternatives
- To be transformative, AFNs’ promoters establish specific ‘alternative’ rules. These rules are usually hybridized with existing ‘conventional’ rules
- AFNs are new agencements, new ‘hybrid collectives’ combining human and non-humans, local and global… but also alternative and conventional rules
- Conventionnalisation of AFNs happens when theses collectives don’t act anymore in a manner consistent with the project’s promise of difference
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